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Over the last millennia or so, as humanity has become more civilised, humankind has found
itself increasingly removed from its own innate wildness. At the same time society has found
itself beset with ever greater incidences of mental illness, stress, depression and antisocial
behaviour. In Rewild Yourself: Becoming Nature Rachel Corby addresses the longing search for
meaning, what she calls the dark cries of the soul, that have emerged alongside the human-
nature disconnect.Rachel writes with a passion and a deep love for the wild. In developing ones
senses and natural instincts she invites you to join her in finding ways to redress the balance.
She encourages you to find the wild place inside and overcome a little of your own
domestication, to rebuild connections and communications with nature allowing for a free-flow
between the wildness of the world and your wild heart.Considering many aspects of our modern
lives, this book offers a path which leads to a personal and cultural transformation; a future
where there is space for the wild to grow.
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know enough to know that there is no such thing as a normal upbringing; each life is unique and
different. Even siblings in the same home will have experienced different things at a single point
in time, so let me tell you my story. In my early years my mum stayed at home to raise me and my
siblings. She made many of our clothes and along with my gran knitted all of our woollies. Our
home was warmed with the smells of mum’s delicious cooking and baking. My dad grew beans
and rhubarb in the back garden. He took us for long walks on weekends, rubbing nettle stings
with dock leaves and occasionally collecting fragrant elderflowers for making wine. I remember
secretly planting a ring of daffodil and tulip bulbs with him in the middle of our lawn, to surprise
my mum with a splash of colour in spring. Our family holidays involved exploring the rugged wild
beauty of the British coastline. My winter evenings were spent imagining fairy worlds rise and fall
in the crackling embers of our open fire. A cosy picture; but even so, I was born into a world
dislocated from nature. My home was cleaned, decorated and furnished with products
containing synthetic chemicals. Snuggled in alongside the home knits and baking, I slept
between viscose sheets, was clothed in man made fibres and ate factory processed foods. The
rush for modernity in the 1970’s somehow closed the door to nature, firmly.Even as a young child
I was often troubled, angry and confused. I felt like an alien, as if I had been dropped onto this
Earth, abandoned. I felt different, misunderstood. Some of my happiest memories from early
childhood were the times I spent playing with my secret friends. Those friends resided on the
compost heap in my parents back garden. They included discarded egg shells, earthworms and
the little round smelly seeds of the towering Leylandii trees that screened my play place from the
world. I could spend hours at a time collecting them up, arranging them and talking to them.
However, those halcyon days did not last.As the years passed I found myself struggling, never
understanding the sadness, the feeling of loss, that grew inside of me. I was mourning, but for
what I did not know. My experience was not unique. For an infant life is enchanting, even a tissue
can amuse and entertain for hours as it flutters when thrown in the air. Then there is the touch of
it on your skin, the smell and, of course, what happens when it inevitably gets explored by a
gummy toothless mouth. As we get older there is a growing sense of disenchantment and
alienation. As we enter our teens the search to fill the emptiness begins in earnest whether it is
through shopping, food, TV, sex, drugs…What was lucky for me was that instead of finding ways
to mask the ennui, numb the disappointment with life, the door to another possibility, another
truth, began to open. I began trekking in wild nature, in the national parks of Wales and Scotland.



In those places of wildness, whilst camping and walking, I could feel a metamorphosis occurring
inside; it was as if until this point I had spent my life half asleep. I sat out late, watching myriad
stars twinkling against a dark velvet sky; I flung my head back in wind and rain to catch sharp
arrows of moisture at the back of my throat; I plunged my cold hands into icy streams and
splashed my face with vibrant life source; I saw patterns in rocks and whole worlds in patches of
moss. The wildness and simplicity of outdoor life struck deep in my heart. I had never before felt
so alive. This world felt more real, made me feel more real, than anything I had known since my
earliest days of wonder.I fell deeply in love with the natural world. I studied geomorphology and
ecology, so that I could understand the processes that shape the landscapes we live amongst. I
roamed the planet, often working with the land, learning more and more about different habitats
and their different life forms, systems and processes. Whenever I spent time immersed in nature
it felt wonderful; the wilder the place, the stronger the feeling.Our ancient ancestors existed in a
state of full nature immersion. They had an in-built intimacy with their environment, with every
part of it. Not just with animals but with stones, plants and rivers, the wind. It was essential for
their moment to moment survival, being able to read the signs whether of poisonous plant,
presence of predators or extreme weather event looming. Their fate was married to their ability
to read and understand the world. We would not be here now if they had not been such
wonderful experts at it. However, during the last millennium or so, a separation has increasingly
arisen between humanity and the rest of nature. The relationship of reciprocity with the animate
natural world has slowly and silently disintegrated. We find ourselves no longer an interactive
part of nature, instead separate and distanced from it.That which I discuss and recommend in
the following pages is nothing new, just forgotten. I will trace the route I have followed, the route
back to the love of Earth, to the remembering of wild Earth and my wild self. This journey, this
path, is within each of us but our minds and our modern lives have obscured it from plain sight.
To find our wild nature we must rediscover from where we came. There is a memory of this in the
unexplored parts of ourselves, so when we begin opening up there is a flow, a momentum, that
carries us home. To remember and explore the wild nature of the Earth is to remember and
explore our own wild nature; the two are inseparable. The illusion of separation brings only
sadness, deep pain and loneliness.It is the same with any life. Imagine one secluded day struck
out of it, and think how different its course would have been. Pause you who read this, and think
for a moment of the long chain of iron or gold, of thorns or flowers that never would have bound
you, but for the formation of the first link on one memorable day.Charles DickensThe following is
the recollection of my defining moment, of a moment and experience so intense, so surreal, that
it has coloured and directed my every moment since.Walking in the bright warm spring sunshine
I am suddenly aware of the presence of my plant ally. There is a tsunami of colour building and
knowing that wave when it rushes over me will blind me I rapidly make for the shade of a small,
gnarled, moss covered, hawthorn tree. I curl up at its wizened roots as the swirl of otherworldly
colour overtakes me and sweeps me away into another reality. Overwhelmed by the presence of
my plant ally, tears begin to flow in awe of its beauty.My humanness fades to a vague, distant,



memory, barely registering as I feel my physical body meld with the Earth that is cradling my
form. It seems my body is disappearing into a mess of ectoplasmic goo as I merge with Other. At
this point, half digested, I discover I can look into both worlds. The human material world of
mountainside, moss, stream, sheep, tree and cloud; but also the Other, like looking through
Alice’s looking-glass into Wonderland. The backdrop to Other is black but the interest lies in the
movement, the vast networks of fast moving squiggle lines of colour, like a highway of light, of
energy. The coloured lines are all very fine, moving independently of each other, many in the
yellow spectrum although the whole rainbow is represented. I understand the traces of coloured
light to contain information, they are constantly moving, updating, connecting - they are
information super-highways. I can see the outlines of the forms I recognise in the material world -
trees, grasses – within these moving streams of light, all interacting with each other, constantly
exchanging, sharing, adjusting. Everything is connected by these endless living, pulsating,
golden light streams. In this moment I come to recognise them as the source that is all things, all
life, all knowledge and all being. I realise that this is how life is for my ally, how it perceives and
experiences the world, and I have the feeling that it’s how most of life, other than humankind,
also perceives and experiences the world. What a revelation. What an honour to be privy to this,
to see and feel it. Euphoria engulfs me.My heart beat has slowed immeasurably. The memory of
my human form suddenly kicks in, it is weak but enough for me to remember who I am. I can feel
my human life fading away. My nose is clogged with ectoplasm and moss, obstructing that which
in part anchors me to human form, my living breath. I have a choice, my ally lays it out before me.
I can join for all time, be a never ending movement of light in this extraordinary realm of purity
and energy, or I can return to my human life. This is the hardest and saddest decision of my life,
agonising. I can feel pain physically ripping through my chest, through my heart. My ally hurries
me along, time is short, I cannot remain between worlds much longer, I need to choose. A huge,
overwhelming part of me wants to remain in this world of integrity, of pure light and energy, but
visions of my loved ones begin flooding those remaining human parts of me. I crack and
crumble, tears breaking open a chasm inside of me. I can feel my ally retreating on the other
side. I throw my arms across but my heart does not follow, I am human, my choice is made.I
cannot stop the tears, I am in one hundred million pieces, pieces of ecstatic joy, of wonder, of
sadness, of grief. I can feel every feeling, every emotion surging through me all at the same time.
It has been the saddest and most amazing experience of my life. I know what an incredible
honour it has been to experience the Other in this very real way. It takes days to begin to piece
myself together. I will never be the same again.I have realised that nature is not just kin, but self;
there is no separation. That, blind to my waking human eyes, I am connected to the source, to
the information super-highway, that pulsating dynamic stream of energy and golden light that
connects, that is, all things.In a strange way this book is, in part, the story of my life. The steps I
have taken on my winding path, my mission to make sense of it all, to make sense of this life;
what is the point? why am I here?You will perhaps find that it is also your story. The story of a
return to nature and how that in itself is an adventure, an unfolding. A journey to the place where



you can see, feel, and touch the beauty that is the nature all around you, that is you, and how
that is food for the soul like no other. This journey has led me to discover the wildness inside of
me. The wildness which also runs through all of nature and how it provides medicine for our
undernourished bodies, emotions and spirits. I have realised that the secret, the most important
thing, is our invisible connection to and communication with all things.PART ITHE WILD
PATHThe word “wild” is related to the word “will”; the wild creature is self-willed, autonomous, not
domesticated, living by nature’s ways not the laws of human beings.Ralph MetznerEssentially
your mission is not to set the world right, but to simply set yourself right. Then, and only then, will
the world begin to be set right.David WolfeRecognising the mind/ body/ nature connection will
be one of the most important actions that a revitalized environmental movement can
take.Richard LouvYou never change things by fighting the existing reality. To change something,
build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete.Buckminster Fuller.1WHAT IS
REWILDING?Rewilding is a word that I have seen used increasingly over the last few years. If
you search for the word online you get variations on the theme of: to restore an area of land or
habitat to its natural, uncultivated, state. Lower down the page there are one or two entries
relating to the rewilding of humans. They talk of overcoming our domesticated state, of learning
about the natural environment, animals and plants, and reintegrating with those other species.I
believe the first step in reclaiming areas of land and habitat, to saving, refurbishing, rewilding
them, is to find the wild place inside, to rewild yourself. To feed and nurture that wildness,
encourage it to grow and in doing so, overcome a little of your very own domestication. Over
generations, as civilised society progressed, we did our best to neutralise wild danger, to make
our lives predictable and safe. However, in doing so we unintentionally neutralised an essential
part of ourselves, put limits on our own capacity for wildness, and yet still we crave it. I do. I crave
for the feeling of freedom that wind in my hair, rain on my skin, dewy grass underfoot gives me.
By taming our environment we tamed an essential wild part of ourselves.So, returning to the
online search, my use of the term rewilding is a version of the latter. I am talking about rewilding
the self; developing one’s senses and natural instincts, rediscovering the natural world so that
we can live well with all our relations.When rewilding land, species that once inhabited that place
are reintroduced. With time, what occurs is known as trophic cascade. Fundamentally, what this
means is that the presence of one species alters the behaviour of another. Animals that had no
predator for generations do once more and so their grazing habits and roaming patterns change
to allow them greater protection. This in turn allows plants that had previously been heavily
grazed to grow to maturity, and new species of plants and trees to re-establish. Along with the
flourishing of the flora, more birds and animals return as their particular niche reappears. The
whole ecosystem responds and strengthens.When a person undergoes the rewilding process,
allows wildness to re-inhabit their being, the benefits also grow and spread in the manner of a
trophic cascade. There is an alteration, a change in the mental health of the person, a change in
their physical health, an associated change in the way they interact with the world, their
behaviour. This in turn allows other people around them to feel something different, to perhaps



also choose to take a step away from the synthetic existence of modern life. And onwards, and
outwards. The whole ecosystem responds and strengthens.Rewilding is about growing,
extending and feeling. It is about being in community with all life and replacing the crumbling,
lonely, façade that currently passes for life with vibrancy and colour. To rewild yourself involves
more than simply spending time in nature, than wild swimming or foraging for wild fruits;
although, of course, they are a great start. To rewild fully you need to immerse yourself in nature,
literally become nature. It should be remembered that we arrive in this world as small, naked,
bloodied animals for whom everything is based on instinct, direct perception and feeling, until
we start using our senses. It is not until months, years, into our lives that thoughts start to rule our
actions.We are broken as a people, as a society. Our health, both physical and mental, suffers
daily from the choices we have made and habits we have formed, both individually and as an
evolving culture. Rewilding is about breaking out of our civilised mould and saying no more. It is
about laying face down on the Earth, arms and legs spread in a full body hug, full contact with
Earth, to reclaim it as part of yourself. It is about falling in love ever more deeply with every part
of yourself, from the microbes in the soil, to the great oaks, to the stardust we are made
from.Forget not the earth delights to feel your bare feet and the winds long to play with your
hair.Kahlil GibranRewilding is about connecting with the child within that wants to get dirty and
play in the mud, splash in puddles and chase butterflies. It is about re-opening your eyes to the
wonder in the world. The wonder and beauty in the ordinary, the everyday nature that surrounds
you. Even in urban landscapes there are ants and trees, weeds and foxes. Wildness is a missing
part of each one of us and without it we suffer.1.1 The Need For CommunicationCommunication
is key to rewilding. When communication breaks down, even just between two people, it can be
very damaging, upsetting and isolating. Over the last millennia or so communication has broken
down between our species, humankind, and the rest of life. Rewilding involves bridging that gap
so that we can bond with the wild, with nature, and remember that we are actually a part of it.We
need to reconnect and an essential part of that process involves dropping out of our overzealous
logical, analytical, left brains and listening; paying attention to the feelings and thoughts that
come to us seemingly from nowhere. It is clear that we all have the capacity because it is one
thing we all had built into us in the womb, ready for our emergence into the big bright world
outside. It involves perceiving directly without the complication of too many thoughts getting
involved, in essence winding back to the skill sets that were everything to us as newborns.As we
grow into little humans most often our faculty to perceive directly, to understand what is there
before us, and what meaning that holds, deteriorates. Less attention is given to that ability as we
begin to explore with our newly emerging senses and realise the wealth of information we can
gather by touching, smelling, tasting, listening; and how we can express our findings, or our
needs, with sound. As we develop these last two senses we begin to rely upon language, upon
the spoken word to convey meaning and feelings, and thus any life form that does not
communicate in this way quickly becomes sidelined.As digital technology continues to rapidly
develop and pervade more and more moments of our lives, our skill sets and brain function align



themselves to evolve alongside that technology. An unintended consequence of this is that our
capacity to engage with the world around us appears to diminish further. Being skilful with a
computer has become more important to us as individuals, and in a sense to our survival in the
modern world, than the need to have the skills to find food, or water, or to be aware that we are
being watched or stalked. Our abilities, so strong at birth, to feel things and understand their
meaning as they are occurring around us, dwindle further as our attention focusses on movies,
computer games, texting, social media. It has become so that we no longer even register when
someone enters or leaves the room we are in.To become nature involves redeveloping your
capacity for direct perception and retraining your senses. It involves exploring the wildness that
still dwells within you, no matter how diminished, and nurturing it, giving it a space to grow. With
refined intuition and acute senses you can gather information about the world around you at all
times from just the tiniest perturbation in your environment, a whiff on the air, or change in mood
of someone (or thing) near you. Once you are able to gather and interpret information you can
respond to it. Opening the lines of communication is opening the lines of possibility.1.2
Introducing GaiaGaia is a term that I will use interchangeably with nature throughout this book, it
is a term that envelopes the whole of nature and is in effect an entity unto itself. Gaia, was the
Greek goddess of Earth, the great mother of all. In 1979 James Lovelock introduced the Gaia
hypothesis; where Gaia, composed of living organisms and inorganic material, operates as a
self regulatory organism, shaping and maintaining the Earth’s biosphere, ensuring it remains
habitable.All life on Earth, including the planet itself, the minute particles, the magma, the
mountains, the lakes and all the plants and creatures that live on the surface or deep within it
together form Gaia. Those elements in conjunction create and maintain the conditions
necessary for life. Humankind is one of those elements.One tiny part of the collective known as
Gaia, humankind, are considered to have something beyond just a physical presence,
something more, something spiritual. It is illogical to me that we alone have this extra something
considering that we are simply a single part working together with all of the other components of
Gaia to create the specific conditions within which as a whole we can thrive. Does it not follow
that if we are sentient that by association so are the other elements of this entity Gaia, if not
indeed the entity in its entirety? In my world view our sentience implies that Gaia itself should be
regarded beyond just a self-regulatory organism but as a sentient being, a spiritual, as well as a
physical entity of which we are an inseparable part.Acknowledging and reconnecting with the
rest of life that creates and inhabits this world, is the essential root of rewilding. We are not
separate; our aliveness, sentience and spirit is not a phenomena unique to humans, but acting
as if it is, in turn creates a breakdown in communication between the parts. To ensure the entity,
Gaia, continues to provide the conditions necessary for life there is a danger that the great
changes it will need to initiate to achieve that, will wipe us humans clean out of
existence.Rewilding is not, however, about saving the human race, or Gaia; she will do what is
necessary to look after herself. It is about remembering what we are here for, and what it takes to
sustain our lives. We have drifted so far from even the most basic necessities of life such as the



production of our food and source of our drinking water.Rewilding is about being part of a global
community, not just of our own kind, but of all life. It is about recognising the livingness of the
world, acknowledging and respecting all forms of life and how that shapes and enhances our
own experience as citizens of this planet, and as harmoniously functioning elements of
Gaia.Rewilding yourself, becoming nature, is not grandiose, not hard to achieve and the
benefits, once you start to feel them seep into every corner of your life, speak for themselves. It
is a call to reincorporate nature and respect for nature into our lives, to reforge links that have
been lost. To live a little closer, in heart at least, to how our ancestors did, our ancestors who
talked to the animals and plants, who read the wind and the sky.Being closed to the sentience of
our wild relations means we lose layers of meaning. Life becomes one dimensional,
meaningless almost, as we miss so much, so many of life’s nuances. We miss interactions
between species and with apparently inert materials such as soil, wood and stone. Rewilding,
recognising our species as part of Gaia, part of an interdependent community of life forms,
colours it all back in again. The disconnect, the pointlessness of existence, the grey monotonous
drudge, all gone and filled with immeasurable depth of feeling, richness and purpose of
being.1.3 Recognising the Intelligence in NatureI have already commented that if we as part of
Gaia have spirit and sentience then surely it is implied for the rest of Gaia; the same goes for
intelligence. Surely the self regulatory aspect of Gaia alone assumes a certain level of
awareness, of intelligence. Despite this, intelligence in nature is widely discredited.There is a
belief that one day contact will come with intelligent beings from another planet. That one day we
will find some humanesque bipeds with whom we can share a cup of tea, over which we can
catch up on the history of their species. That may well happen, however in the mean time it is
worth reigning in such expectations. There are plenty of living beings on this planet who display
self organisation, the ability to make choices (decisions) and to learn. If you can choose
between, if you have the capacity to make a decision and to learn from that, then intelligence is
implied. Despite this, intelligent life beyond humanity on this planet is, for the large part,
overlooked and ignored.On nature documentaries the commentary is usually incredibly
patronising, and surprised, if there is a display of organisation and intelligence in the animals
being filmed. The general denial of intelligence in nature is the overriding paradigm that we live
within and yet many of us have had meaningful interactions with the family pet and can accept
communication with animals.If you have experienced communication with an animal, being able
to understand what it needs, what it is feeling, then what about the rest of Gaia? I work with
plants and have met many gardeners in my private and professional life, a large proportion of
whom communicate with their plants. Those communications may not be entirely conscious,
and for some are not something they would admit to, but many a gardener will know that a plant
wants to be moved, fed or watered way before it displays any visible signs indicating that need. If
you can decipher meaningful messages, can exchange freely back and forth with information,
then you are communicating and intelligence on some level is implicated.I know it is a big ask for
people to recognise the intelligence in plants, rocks, rivers, mountains, the very Earth beneath



our feet. Yet for some the concept will resonate with something deep inside; something so far
back in our collective memory it’s hardly there, and yet there’s a comfortableness and a
familiarity to it, a knowing. Rewilding connects us directly with the intelligence in nature.
Communicating with other species is something anyone can do, if they would like to try, the skills
go right back to the direct perception mode of newborns.1.4 About This BookUnfortunately, we
have all grown under the illusion that there is a separation between humanity and nature. Over
the next chapters I will aim to establish how this is not so, that we are in fact an intrinsic part of
nature, there is and can be no separation.We have adapted our senses and abilities to suit our
urban, technology filled lives, so in a sense to rewild is to fine tune ourselves back to the rest of
nature. Retune so that we may not just survive in our roaring urban and virtual worlds, but also
remember the rest of Gaia, as that is what supports us, and is what we are made of.It is my aim
in this book to disillusion you, where disillusionment is the greatest gift. I will take you to a place
where you can see and feel once again what is truly before you. Where you can be a true part of
the global community beyond humanity; incorporating the trees, bugs and dirt too, they are all
relatives of ours.We will start with our ability to feel, our intuition. Then work with using our
senses and physical body. And finally we will explore the deep mysteries of spirit. This is a soul
journey, one that ultimately will feed you with a profound sense of belonging, and an
improvement in both your physical and mental well-being.Rewilding yourself is an ecological
reclamation of the self, of your heart. This book is about finding your way to wholeness through
nature. It is a call to acknowledge the spirit in all things, the livingness of nature and the
recognition of yourself as a deeply interwoven part of it.Whether you live in a remote mountain
cabin or inner city high rise, opportunities to rewild present themselves all the time. Birds, plants,
clouds, they don’t halt at the urban edge, they infuse our everyday experience of the world
wherever we are. By reaching out and recognising a long lost part of ourselves in them we take
the first step away from our domestication, a condition that has formed, shaped, and limited us
since our birth. This step away from domestication forms our first step towards rewilding, toward
reclaiming and nurturing the wildness that lies in the heart of each and every one of us.
Recognition of parts of ourselves in our everyday nature encounters, with the clouds and the
birds, is restorative, energising, at last a way home; the beginnings of a new, wilder, path
integrated with the rest of Gaia.I have written for anyone who ever wondered why?; who ever felt
they were missing something; or who has ever felt alone and lost. Rewilding is about lifting the
veil of illusion and re-entering the livingness of the world. About understanding ones place within
this beautiful matrix of intertwined energies and living with a respect and knowing of the beauty
that lies both within and without.As you rewild, as you become nature, you will gain a deeper
knowledge and understanding of the whole of nature including yourself. You may find yourself
changing; your outlook, desires, behaviour. People will notice and wonder what’s your secret as
you gain a kind of luminosity, an ethereal glow. And as you begin to care for the earthworms with
as much respect as you care for your mother there will be a knowing inside that you finally have
come home.2CIVILISATION’S CURSEOrphans, aliens and other lonely beingsI have given a



brief overview of rewilding as a concept, but perhaps the question that now arises is why? Why
take time out of your already busy schedule to consider whether grass is intelligent, to start
talking to animals, or generally scrabble around outside in the dirt? The answer is not something
I can give you within one catchy sentence or a concise paragraph. However, without a strong
connection to nature humanity is somehow bereft and we suffer physically, emotionally and
mentally. Once on the trail you will notice articles in the media on an almost weekly basis,
confirming this. So bear with me as I start in the place I consider to be the beginning; how we fell
out of our close relationship with nature and what the consequences of that drift have been.
Together they provide enough of a why for me…2.1 Our Physical Separation From NatureThe
root of the word civilisation, is the Latin word civis, which means someone who lives in a town,
an urban dweller. The move over the centuries towards being civilised people, a civilised society,
may have had a more detrimental effect on us both as individuals and as a society than anyone
could have imagined.A very simplistic and general summing up of human history would have it
that many thousands of years ago humanity lived very simply, side by side with the animals and
the elements, sheltering in caves perhaps, or under the canopy of large trees. With time and
developments in our dexterity and mental capacity humans began to build simple makeshift
structures with the materials nature provided in that particular locality, no different in essence
from a bird making a nest. As we progressed in our ability to carry out complex tasks the shelters
we built in turn became more complex and depending on the location and the lifestyle of the
maker, more permanent. Still these were simple abodes made from earth, stone, wood, grass
and skin.There are many, many, people on this planet still living in earth, or stick, or stone
abodes. In my second book, 20 Amazing Plants and their Practical Uses, I talk a lot about
natural building materials and the fact that approximately 1 billion people worldwide live houses
made from bamboo1, that is of course roughly 1 in 7 of the world population! However,
especially in more urban and industrialised cultures, there has been a movement away from
natural and locally sourced building materials over the last 150 years or more. Large housing
estates have been constructed with concrete, plasterboard and breeze blocks to satisfy the
surge in demand for homes in locations distant from abundant quantities of natural building
materials2.As our civilisation developed, industry expanded alongside larger, and larger,
clusters of population to service that industrial growth. Concurrently, and as a direct
consequence of more urban living, involvement in animal husbandry and the production of food
crops lessened for the general populace. As generation upon generation were born and grew
without direct involvement in the production of food, connection with and access to nature
became of less importance and began to gradually decline. With time people found more urban
pursuits to fill the free time they would likely never had were they still tied to tending the
land.Although the migration to urban centres has been ongoing for hundreds of years the current
pace of acceleration is astounding. In 1950 30% of the world population lived in cities, 64 years
later, in 2014, 54% of the world population lived in cities3. The proportion of people worldwide
living in urban centres continues to expand and thus the size of these cities also grows. With



larger cities it often becomes the case that people have further to travel to their place of work,
and so people walk less and less, and are transported by machine more and more. Less working
outside and less walking to work or to the shops, has further reduced time spent feeling the
elements, the sun, the wind and the rain, on our skin.Over the centuries our housing has
become more urban, homes less natural, and time spent indoors has increased. Meanwhile, so
gradual as to be almost unnoticeable, our connection to nature has slipped, stalled and
dwindled to almost nothing. It has become so that we are shocked and devastated when nature
makes an appearance in our homes; be it flood water damaging our expensive furnishings, or an
ants nest requiring chemical extermination lest those darn critters eat some of our sugary treats!
Our physical disconnect from nature almost complete.An historical element in the breakdown of
our physical connection with the rest of Gaia was the burning of the witches across Europe and
in the USA. Witch trials occurred from around 1450 in Europe until the late 1800s in the USA.
They mainly targeted women with a strong connection to nature. Estimates of the number
persecuted and executed during that period for their practices and beliefs vary widely, but it is
believed to have been somewhere between 40,000 and 500,000. Female scholars, priestesses,
gypsies, mystics, nature lovers, herb foragers, healers and any other woman with so much as a
twig in her hair were all potentially counted as witches and killed; even midwives became
targets. This, unsurprisingly, drove knowledge of medicinal herbs, relationships with the land,
and the practice of Earth ceremonies, underground. Those brave and driven enough to still seek
the knowledge and practice it became secretive for their own preservation. This led to the loss of
much knowledge and many traditions, especially in the areas of Europe where the persecution
and eradication of these ways had been most vehement and thus near complete. We became
orphans, our natural connections with all our relations, the rivers, the trees, the mountains, the
animals, severed.Ancestral knowledge of the green way continued to be persecuted in
indigenous communities by the civilised world long after the witch trails of Europe and North
America ended. Over the last few hundred years, as we came upon tribes living relatively
harmonious lives amongst nature, we tended to deride their wisdom and deep knowledge of
plants, Earth and spirit. We viewed them as “primitive” and in our ignorance encouraged them to
adopt more acceptable ways and beliefs. Even now, despite a greater level of respect for
indigenous cultures, an element remains where we try to “help improve their lives” by imposing
inappropriate economic models; subtly inserting a wedge between the people and their
environment4.Witch hunts and persecutions are ongoing within some African communities
although they do not necessarily relate directly to the accused having herbal knowledge. Even
within modern Western society the historical persecution of the witches still affects our
interactions with plants. If you live the green way people are often suspicious. If you drink herbal
tea made from plants you have gathered and hung in bunches, rather than plastic wrapped from
shops, it is not long before the word “witch” or “witchy” sneaks into people’s thoughts and
descriptions of you. But a way with nature is, and was, the original way and for us modern
humans that means the path of reconnecting, rewilding.A further disconnect with our local



environment may stem from being taught in school of far away places (and problems) but not
what is on our own doorstep. Being constantly bombarded with environmental problems far from
home in Bangladesh, the Pacific Islands, Alaska, one becomes cut off from local issues and
perhaps overwhelmed with the magnitude of it all. A sense of hopelessness descends. Our
energy goes into raising funds and awareness for distant locations with little knowledge or
connection with what is occurring locally. In response we become further dislocated, alienated,
from the land upon which we stand.The cut off from nature has not just been a subtle slide, in
many instances it is imposed by circumstances beyond our individual control, the witch killings
being an extreme example. However around the world authorities, consciously or not, are
continuing to impose restrictions on our access to nature. A few years ago I spent several
months living in Bernalillo, a north eastern satellite of Albuquerque, New Mexico. My home
overlooked the Sandia mountain range with the Rio Grande in the foreground. Together they
formed a wonderful view from my balcony where I often stood watching the moon rise behind the
mountain in one direction with the shimmering lights of the city in the other. I had access to the
wilderness through a gap in a wall which boarded off an arroyo from my street. I would walk
every day, sometimes twice a day, along the dry stream bed to the stand of cottonwoods that
shaded the river edge. One morning I began my usual walk only to discover the gap in the wall
had been filled with metal bars. Staring through at my wilderness I felt like I had been
incarcerated. The only other access to this wonderful nature oasis on my doorstep was through
a gate with a pin code at the far end of a neighbouring gated community. I did not have the gate
code. However, I was determined and eventually discovered a weak spot in the fortifications that
kept human and nature separate. A small section of wire fence existed which, with a little bit of
shimmy and limbo, was passable. It was a tragedy that despite living less than one hundred
meters from a wild area leading to the banks of the Rio Grande there was no public access, the
nearest point of permitted public entry was a 15 minute drive away, almost in Albuquerque. By
foot access had become all but impossible – still tantalisingly visible and yet blocked.2.2 Our
Mental Separation From NatureExpanding urbanisation has clearly caused a physical
separation from nature, but our alienation from the natural environment has deeper roots. René
Descartes, a French philosopher born in 1596, had an incredible impact on Western thinking.
His philosophy, based in part upon his most famous quote “I think; therefore I am”, has led to
what is now widely known as Cartesian Dualism, the separation between mind and matter.The
implications of this philosophy, of Cartesian Dualism, the separation between mind and matter,
between the conscious and that which is perceived to be unconscious, are immense. This split is
even applied to our human form where our conscious minds become something different and
separate from our supposedly unconscious bodies.Our society is still infected with this doctrine
as it has remained our impression that we are separate from nature, detached from it and
independent from the world, mere onlookers. This sense of separation is what allows the attitude
that we can treat the world as an object to be exploited whilst the consequences remain
separate from our lives.This attitude was further strengthened by Descartes’ theory that the



body is like a mechanical device which will respond to external stimuli with certain
predetermined responses or reflex actions. This led to the understanding that the world is filled
with lifeless, inert matter, that behaves predictably, without feeling, all just a series of little
machines. This belief took the spirit out of living things and enabled the justification for
vivisection as reactions were just a motor response and not feeling led; matter being incapable
of the sensations of pleasure or pain.The separation inherent in the belief I think; therefore I am
has also allowed another very arrogant anthropocentric thought pattern to emerge and dominate
Western thinking and behaviour; that of hierarchy. The concept that we, thinking humans, are
placed at the top of some kind of invisible triangle of importance where stones and pebbles are
particularly low down, with carrots and apples perhaps slightly higher up, yet still below
earthworms, with primates just below us in this table of worth. Such subliminal belief systems
have further allowed us to damage, destroy and exploit without a second thought for the
animals, plants and minerals taken from their natural environment to support our lifestyles. Just
consider for a moment all the products, foods, clothes and other material items that you have
used unconsciously today, without a thought. Perhaps in their raw, unprocessed state, they were
once living and have been sacrificed for your comfort and lifestyle choices.In effect, Descartes
separated us from the rest of nature, which was reduced to nothing more than an unfeeling
bundle of mechanised systems. This released us from empathy, restructuring our relationship
with our world to one where the exploitation of finite, living, feeling, entities, or so called
resources, and the resulting desecration of natural places, could occur.The work of Charles
Darwin followed 200 years later. He theorised that we evolved from apes, that all life, no matter
how distant, are somehow cousins. You would think this would bring feeling, empathy and life
back into the world but alas, no. Despite his influence, science and Western culture have clung
to our separation. In fact, his work served to reinforce the notion of a hierarchy where we,
somehow superior, sit at the top of an evolutionary pyramid with algae and bacteria at the
bottom.For the thinking man, a hierarchy based on degree of evolution would not necessarily
have the more complex organisms topping it. Complexity does not automatically infer more
highly evolved; as evolution, according to Ralph Metzner’s discussion in Green Psychology, can
be defined as changing adaptations to meet changing environments. Complex, specialised,
organisms by their nature have a tendency to be more delicate, there is more that can go wrong
- think of a car versus a push bike, for example. This complexity translates as a greater
vulnerability to perturbations in the environment; as we know, complexity simply didn’t work out
for the dinosaurs. In contrast to those extinct fragments of history, a group of single-celled
bacterial organisms known as prokaryotes, which originated 3½ billion years ago, are still
flourishing. Prokaryotes are the organisms that have been around for the longest period of time
suggesting they are the most adaptable and thus the most evolved5. So if there needs to be an
evolutionary pyramid perhaps those bacteria should top it, and yet our topsy turvy view of the
world prevails.When I teach, I advocate learning from plants as wild and wise older relations, but
I do not infer that they are better or higher up the hierarchy than us. We have to realise that we



are all equal - even the prokaryotes – we all have something to share. In fact we are all one –
equal parts of one great life force joined by that invisible pulse that connects us all. Hierarchy is
so outdated and to progress at all it has to go. I digress…Another major player in our mental
separation from nature was Issac Newton born in the 1640’s. An influential mathematician and
physicist, through whose findings, his laws of motion and universal gravitation, the idea that the
universe is nothing more than a predictable series of mechanised systems was reinforced.I
loved physics at school, so Newton was somewhat of an early hero. However by age 16, when I
moved to the senior department and began studying my A Levels, I was told that most of what I
had previously learned as laws had limitations. They were not strict laws that applied in every
situation; I realised I had been lied to. The truth was bent to fit laws that neatly and cleanly
explained our world, except they didn’t quite fit, not in every situation. The world is not a
mechanical, predictable, thing that can be understood by making it quantifiable. The world was
pushed into a square hole to fit a mathematical model.The work of Descartes and Newton
combined changed the world from being a living entity to one that could be broken down into
little pieces with corresponding rules about how each of those pieces work. As if by
understanding the parts you could understand the whole, like a wristwatch. In their explanations
of our world they left no room for free will or chance, for the mysteries of love or spirit.With a few
deft moves, Newton and Descartes had plucked God and life from the world of matter, and us
and our consciousness from the centre of our world. They ripped the heart and soul out of the
universe, leaving in its wake a lifeless collection of interlocking parts.Lynne McTaggartWe are
each more than the flesh, and blood, and bone that makes our physical structure, more than
“matter”. If you took a human, or an animal, or a landscape apart and separated it into little bits
then built your own from scratch, you would miss the most important part. The something that
runs through us yet cannot be found in any of the parts, the something that makes each of us
uniquely who we are, yet paradoxically connects us with all life. That something, that part, is
what enlivens us, it is what makes all life more than just mechanised bundles of responses, and
without it, without acknowledgement of it, we find ourselves alone. We have become little aliens
on our own planet.2.3 Separation From Natural Landscapes And Loss Of IdentityOur loss of
connection with the land and with its inhabitants both physically and mentally has also caused,
or as a minimum adds weight to, a loss in our sense of identity. Landscape shapes and holds
people not just physically by capturing rain, growing plants and sheltering animals, but also in
dreaming and the story of the origin of individual cultures6. Landforms within the traditional
range of a certain tribe help tell their story, with different features of the landscape holding
different significance. As the identity of a tribe is woven from their collective stories and
memories, the land is an integral part of the stories and thus the collective identity. The high
mountain, the fast flowing river, the fork in the trail are all interwoven with the people and the
lessons they have learned, the lessons they pass on. The land and the landscape has informed
them, has taught them, and is a part of them. The songs and stories handed down through
generations tell of the landscape; how to pass safely through the terrain; where to find water,



shelter, food; how to hunt both animal and plant; how to act and how not to act.The role
landscape plays is also relevant in modern civilisations in urban environments, especially in tight
communities where generations of the same family have lived. Stories passed down through
those generations, although the history is much shorter, tell the story of their tribe. The corner
where this happened, the place in town where it’s best to do that, the quickest and safest route
to… It is our nature, our surroundings become part of us, our own personal and familial stories.
But the modern world has even dislocated us from this feeling of belonging to an urban tribe, as
work, studies, and better transportation, have led families and groups to become increasingly
scattered across the globe, breaking down further that feeling of tribe and belonging.People
tend to seek an identity, there is an inherent need to belong. When that identity or belonging is to
a city where you are anonymous and the population is transient, although it fulfils that need in
part to find an identity, it is in a sense quite shallow. You still get that feeling of belonging but the
surroundings in urban places are man made and somehow more two dimensional than natural
surroundings. We may feel at home in the company of a collection of familiar buildings and they
in their own right have a story, a history, to tell but, being man made, there is a missing element.
They cannot speak beyond those that built it. They cannot evolve with us, cradle us and teach
us, not in the same way a natural living landscape can. If we just associate and identify with
humans, and human generated landscapes and society, we remain separate and isolated from
the rest of life, our lives too become more two dimensional in response.If your identity and sense
of belonging is affiliated to a group of online friends there are somehow even more dimensions
missing. There may be a familiarity and plenty of constantly updating connections, but you never
need to really expose yourself; you control which aspects of yourself the rest of the community
get to see. If you are not meeting people in the flesh you can hide things from them, you may
never look deep into their eyes and hold hands, embrace, share a physical connection, even if it
is a hand shake. There is something very artificial within purely cyber relationships, and although
you may, in part, be fulfilling your need to belong, if the other members of that community never
really see you, never get to touch you, then you remain alone.Your local landscape holds the
history of your people and helps you develop a sense of place and an ongoing relationship with
your ancestors, and the other lives that share that landscape. It helps you carve a sense of self. I
feel a sense of belonging when I enter the valley in which I live, where the green on the trees
seems richer and darker than elsewhere. It is not the place in which I was born, or close to any of
my human family, but the nature is rich and my connection to the land itself is strong. When you
love land it is grounding and makes you somehow more sturdy on your feet, stronger with a
greater sense of identity. Life without a common identity, a tribe, a sense of belonging, or a
connection to a natural landscape, can be lonely.2.4 The Cycle Of LifeWe have been
decomposing since the day we were born. From our arrival, milky and sweet, to our musty decay
it’s a cycle; it’s inevitable. It’s the only truth that is the same for all of us from our very first breath.
It crosses all cultures, races and religions. It is a species truth, and beyond that a truth for all that
lives on, or in, the flesh of our Sweet Earth. It is however another point of alienation from the rest



of Gaia because as our lives have become more civilised humanity has become increasingly
removed from this simple and beautiful fact.Our elders are shipped off to homes, hospitals, far
away stale, sterile places to live their last days. Often, rather than being respected as elders with
wisdom and stories to share, the elderly are treated with contempt or disdain by staff in these
institutions. How sad for all of us. The loss is many-fold. For the old or sick to suffer their passing
in such sterile environments without the smells, sounds and companionship of family life; food
being prepared, people chattering, playing, laughing, living. Instead of a place where people feel
safe and cared for, where they can play back memories of the life they’ve lived, many find
themselves alone, waiting to die, surrounded by hushed nervous whispers, death, fear and pain.
What a shame, not just for the dying but also the relatives, the grandchildren, to not see the
person fade and pass in a place where they feel comfortable; to not have the opportunity to
sneak into the room and give one last kiss to the flesh as it grows cold and the spirit leaves.
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